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On 06/24/03 
'd at Camp Delta Cuba b 

(FBI) and SA  (OSI). 
\ trans ation was conducted by Contract Linguist 

41111111pprovided the following information. 

111111111hppeared to be in ill health and coughed 
constantly during the interview. IIMEPwas provided with water 
during the_interview, but it had no effect on_his coughing. 

oes not want to go back to Afghanistan (AF). He 
would prefer to go somewhere with a good government. 
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He has no family in Afghanistan, 
He claimed that earlier reports were 

false regar ing ms country of origin and that the interviews were 
conducted in 	ryt 	- which he does not speak well. 
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no norm of identification. 

ther explanation for why his family 
does not know where his famil is now. 
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There was not a lot of paperwork 
It would have been 
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The contract linguist pro 4 din translation advised that 	f _ ,1 
111111Irspoke in a mixture of 	 and some other '12--(  
words unknown to the linguist. Further, 	made frequent 	b1C -3a4 
significant r atical errors. The linguist advised that it - krit) 
appeared as having difficulty communicating rather than  
being deceptive. 
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